12v circuit breaker wiring diagram

Electricity is a fundamental part of the workings of most vehicles and this section aims to
explain the basic principles of electrical circuits. Hopefully this will give you an understanding
and allow you to carry out some simple calculations for specifying the electrics in your auto or
marine wiring projects. Watts is a universal measurement of energy conversion or 'work done'
so it applies equally to water systems as it does to electrical systems. A garden sprinkler will
have 'power' due to the rate at which it converts the energy in the water into energy to rotate,
just as a bulb will have a power as it converts electrical energy into light and heat. The type of
current utilised in the running of vehicle electrical systems is Direct Current DC where the flow
of charge is in one direction and the voltage level is constant. Alternating Current AC , as used
in households where the flow of charge is in both directions and the voltage changes with time,
is produced by the vehicle's alternator but is converted by a set of diodes the rectifier into DC
which is then used to charge the battery. The conventional way of thinking about current flow in
a circuit is that it flows from the positive terminal of the battery to the negative terminal or
ground. The relationship between these various terms is described in two very simple
equations, allowing you to calculate any unknown value as long as you know the 2 other values.
For a given power requirement, a higher voltage will require fewer amps and vice versa. This is
the reason that circuits operating at 12V DC can produce much higher currents than would be
experienced in household AC circuits that operate at V AC. The following diagram is a handy
visual reference showing all of the possible arrangements of the above equations that you
might need to work out the unknown value:. One of the most common uses of the above
equations is for calculating the current drawn by a load bulb, heating element, motor etc. It can
be seen from the above that this arrangement is:. This tells you that you could use a cable with
a rating of 4. In this case 0. This specific re-arrangement of Watt's Law is worth remembering as
it comes in useful again and again when determining an appropriate size cable to use. In order
for an electrical circuit to be complete the positive terminal of the battery must be connected
through the loads and back to the negative terminal, otherwise current cannot flow. In
automotive vehicles the negative terminal of the battery is very often connected to the metal
chassis which is a good conductor and effectively makes the entire chassis and body of the
vehicle, if metallic a common ground point. The chassis can then be thought of as a large
extension of the negative battery terminal and proves very convenient for grounding different
parts of the electrical system, as there is normally a suitable chassis or body location close by
to complete the circuit. This is only possible because of the use of rubber tyres which virtually
insulate the vehicle from earth, preventing current leakage. In fact tyres do conduct slightly due
to the carbon content in the rubber which helps remove static build-up, but the resistance is
relatively high and so the effect on the electrical system very small. In marine craft the hull is
more often than not of a fibre glass GRP or wooden construction, materials which are not
electrically conductive and so not suitable as a common ground point. Even if they were
conductive e. So in marine craft all circuits must return to the negative battery terminal to
complete the circuit. In practice this is achieved by having busbars common ground
connections at various locations in the craft to provide conveniently sited ground return points
to consolidate many individual circuits. This does not affect simple devices such as bulbs and
fuses which are not sensitive to polarity, but can be a problem for some equipment such as
gauges, senders and electronics, so many people restoring classic cars opt to have their
electrical system converted to negative ground for convenience. Need some hints, tips or
guidance on 12V electrics? Visit our Knowledge Centre for a wealth of useful information.
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Categories. The fundamentals of an electrical circuit In its most simple form, an electrical circuit
consists of three fundamental parts: A power source to drive electrical current around the
circuit a battery A conductor to carry the current around the circuit some cable A load that has
resistance a bulb, a heating element, a motor etc. A circuit often includes other components
such as switches, resistors, diodes, capacitors, fuses, relays etc. In most modern passenger
cars, light commercial vehicles and small craft this is 12V, however larger commercial vehicles,
agricultural equipment and large boats may use 24V. Additionally some older cars and
motorbikes may use 6V. Watts P - Power, which is a measure of the rate at which an electrical
circuit converts electrical energy into another form It's often helpful to understand these
concepts by using the analogy of a plumbing system: Volts is equivalent to the water pressure
in the plumbing system Amps is analogous to the flow rate of water through the pipes Ohms in
analogous to the size of the pipes Watts is a universal measurement of energy conversion or

'work done' so it applies equally to water systems as it does to electrical systems. This analogy
can also be continued when we think about changing these values: If you increase water
pressure then more water will flow in a given amount of time. Similarly, if you increase voltage
then more current will flow in a given amount of time. If you reduce the size of the pipes then
less water will flow in a given amount of time. Similarly, if you increase resistance then less
current will flow in a given amount of time. Current and current flow The type of current utilised
in the running of vehicle electrical systems is Direct Current DC where the flow of charge is in
one direction and the voltage level is constant. Ground In order for an electrical circuit to be
complete the positive terminal of the battery must be connected through the loads and back to
the negative terminal, otherwise current cannot flow. Otherwise we just see the results of things
that go right with electricity, like a bilge pump that works fine, or wrong, like a fire that starts
from a short circuit or an overheated wire. The back of a wiring panel can look pretty daunting,
but remember, you're only troubleshooting one circuit at a time. Figure 1. The Ohms character
is restricting the ability of Volts to push Amps along a circuit. Figure 2. A parallel circuit top and
a series circuit bottom are used for different jobs on boats. The wiring of individual devices will
usually be in parallel circuits, with fuses or circuit-breakers available at an electrical panel.
Figure 3. A modern multi-phase battery charger needs to be calibrated to the system it's
working with. Figure 4. The back side of a panel will reveal lots of wire terminals and circuit
breakers or fuses, but you don't have to look at everything at once. Remember that each
breaker is part of its own circuit. Figure 5. Good-quality tools for stripping wire and crimping
connections will make a big difference in the security and longevity of wire terminals. Figure 6.
The marine-grade wire on the right has a better supply of copper, and the wire is tinned to
prevent corrosion. Figure 7. The Blue Sea is a good multimeter for novice marine electricians.
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consulted. How to Read These Diagrams. This page contains wiring diagrams for a service
panel breaker box and circuit breakers including: 15amp, 20amp, 30amp, and 50amp as well as
a GFCI breaker and an isolated ground circuit. This diagram illustrates some of the most
common circuits found in a typical amp circuit breaker service panel box. The breakers are
installed in a panel so that contact is made with one of two hot bus bars running down the
middle of the box. The hot wire for a branch circuit is connected to the breaker by a set screw
on the base. The neutral and ground wires for the circuit are connected to a bar along the side
of the service panel box. The neutral and grounding bars in the panel may be separate or, in the
case of older service panels, the same bar may be used for both purposes. This wiring diagram
illustrates installing a 15 amp circuit breaker for a volt branch circuit. A 15 amp circuit is usually
used for wall receptacle outlets and room light fixtures. This diagram illustrates the
arrangement for a 20 amp, volt double receptacle circuit with a shared neutral wire. This
arrangement is typically used in a kitchen where two separate appliance circuits are needed in
close proximity to each other. This circuit breaker wiring diagram illustrates installing a 20 amp
circuit breaker for a volt circuit. The white wire is used for hot in this circuit and it is marked
with black tape on both ends to identify it as such. A neutral wire is not used in this circuit. A
dedicated 20 amp circuit like this is used for heavy household appliances like large portable
window air conditioners. This is an outdated circuit that may still be used in some situations.
This wiring is for a 30 amp circuit breaker serving a 30 amp, volt receptacle. A 30 amp circuit
like this may be found in older installations for clothes dryers and maybe a kitchen cooking
range as well. This is a diagram for a new 30 amp circuit breaker to serve a 30 amp dryer outlet.
This is an upgrade of the outdated 30 amp circuit in the previous diagram. This wiring diagram
illustrates installing a 50 amp circuit breaker for a volt circuit. The 6 gauge cable for this circuit

has 3 conductors and 1 ground. A 50 amp circuit like this is used for new kitchen range
installations. This diagram illustrates wiring for a circuit breaker with a built-in ground fault
circuit interrupter or gfci. This 20 amp, volt breaker is a form of gfci that can be installed at the
circuit source. This kind of circuit is used for dishwashers, whirlpool spas, and other locations
where water contact is likely. An isolated-ground receptacle makes use of an extra wire to
provide a separate, dedicated ground in the circuit. It is connected to the grounding terminal on
the receptacle. The other cable wires are connected as with any other branch circuit except for
the ground wire. The bare copper ground wire is NOT connected to the receptacle, instead it is
connected to the grounding terminal inside the metal electrical box where the receptacle is
housed. A special isolated-ground receptacle is require for this circuit and can be identified by
the orange color and a small triangle imprinted on the face. When connecting the wires, the
isolated ground wire the red wire pictured here is marked with green tape or paint on each end
and connected to the grounding bar in the service panel and to the grounding terminal on the
receptacle. These are also required in hospitals where sensitive medical monitors may be
affected by grounding noise in the wiring which can cause disruption in their critical functions.
If a circuit breaker trips, the cause is likely either a short circuit or an overload. To find the
cause, remove all loads from the circuit. Unplug all lamps, TV's, fans, etc. Turn ON the breaker
to the circuit. If the breaker trips with all loads removed, then you probably have a short
somewhere in the house wiring. Check the wiring to find the fault and repair or replace any
cable or devices involved. Retest the breaker after repairs are completed. If the breaker doesn't
trip, then one of the loads normally connected to the circuit likely has a short or is causing an
overload. With the breaker on, reconnect each load, one at a time, until you determine which
load is causing the problem. Note: Before reconnecting each load, check for frayed cords or a
damaged plug on appliances or lamps. Also, look for broken light sockets or other damage that
may be causing the device to short when plugged in. Repair any damage found before plugging
the load back into the circuit. If all appliances are in good working order and the circuit breaker
continues to trip, there are too many appliances, lamps. Disperse the load by plugging some of
the appliances involved into another circuit. If necessary, run a new circuit to serve the need of
all your appliances. How to Read These Diagrams This page contains wiring diagrams for a
service panel breaker box and circuit breakers including: 15amp, 20amp, 30amp, and 50amp as
well as a GFCI breaker and an isolated ground circuit. Circuit Breaker Panel Box Wiring Diagram
This diagram illustrates some of the most common circuits found in a typical amp circuit
breaker service panel box. Wiring for a 15 Amp, Volt Circuit Breaker This wiring diagram
illustrates installing a 15 amp circuit breaker for a volt branch circuit. Wiring for Two 20 Amp,
Volt Circuit Breaker This diagram illustrates the arrangement for a 20 amp, volt double
receptacle circuit with a shared neutral wire. Wiring for a 20 Amp, Volt Appliance Circuit Breaker
This circuit breaker wiring diagram illustrates installing a 20 amp circuit breaker for a volt
circuit. Wiring for an Old 30 Amp, Volt Circuit Breaker This is an outdated circuit that may still
be used in some situations. Wiring Diagram 30 Amp, Volt Circuit Breaker This is a diagram for a
new 30 amp circuit breaker to serve a 30 amp dryer outlet. Wiring for a 50 Amp, Volt Circuit
Breaker This wiring diagram illustrates installing a 50 amp circuit breaker for a volt circuit.
Wiring a GFCI Circuit Breaker This diagram illustrates wiring for a circuit breaker with a built-in
ground fault circuit interrupter or gfci. Wiring for a 15 Amp Isolated Ground Circuit An
isolated-ground receptacle makes use of an extra wire to provide a separate, dedicated ground
in the circuit. Email Print. Home Page. Why Does a Circuit Breaker Trip? Receptacle Wiring
Diagrams. Calculating Circuit Load. It is not a guide on how to actually wire up equipment,
terminate cables, use a soldering iron etc. It is not recommending which setups are good or
bad. The drawings are not wiring diagrams, they are schematics showing topology only. All
wiring should be done according to equipment datasheets and manuals. All designs should be
checked and installed by a qualified auto-electrician. Every design is a compromise. This guide
gives you the info you need to pick your compromise. A dual battery system is where one or
more auxiliary batteries are installed in addition to the standard starter battery of a car, 4WD or
motorhome. The arrangement provides additional battery capacity to allow appliances like
fridges and lighting to be powered, and prevents these appliances from loading the starter
battery, ensuring your engine will start even after lengthy use of the appliances. Dual battery
systems are common in touring vehicles set up for camping, fishing and travelling around the
outback. Whether there are one or more auxiliary batteries, and whether they are installed in the
vehicle, under the bonnet, in the passenger cabin, in the tray, in a trailer or in a caravan , does
not effect the design arrangements outlined in this article. For the purpose of simplicity, this
article will refer to only one auxiliary battery. A bank of batteries in parallel behaves the same as
one large battery. All lead acid batteries behave fairly similarly. When connected in parallel,
batteries do not need to be exactly matched, as charge and discharge current will naturally

distribute between them according to their capacity. A larger battery or a battery with less
internal resistance will sink more current when charging as it pulls down the charging voltage.
An auxiliary battery is most likely going to be cycled. That is, discharged at slow to moderate
currents for long periods of time and then recharged. This is different to a starting battery,
which needs to deliver high currents for short periods, but does not get depleted or cycled
significantly. Cycling lead acid batteries wears them out, causing sulfation of the negative
electrodes. Deeper discharges cause a disproportionate increase in wear. Double the discharge
depth, and the damage to the battery is more than doubled. Batteries used for cycling
applications are specially designed to minimize wear caused by deep discharges, at the
expense of reduced high current ability, increased weight and increased cost. They are called
deep cycle batteries and are the type of batteries that should be used as the second battery in
dual battery systems. Putting your deep cycle battery in parallel with your starter battery is not
a perfect arrangement, as they are of two different battery types. So it can almost always be
done without any issues. Check the datasheets for any significant difference between specified
float charge and cycle charge voltages. Most batteries are A particular design of deep cycle
batteries, called Absorbent Glass Mat AGM batteries, are especially suited to dual battery
systems and should be considered in any design. The advantages of AGM batteries over
standard deep cycle batteries include:. This gives you the ability to perform quick top up
charges from the alternator by running your vehicle. A half hour charge from the alternator
could add say 25Ah, compared to only 5Ah with a standard deep cycle battery. Standard deep
cycle lead acid batteries have a flatter decline to start with, maintaining a greater proportion of
original capacity for longer, before losing capacity quickly towards the end of its life. Batteries
degrade with elevated temperatures. Higher temperatures reduce battery life. Try to install your
battery in a cool location, away from hot parts of the motor or out of the engine bay completely.
Sealed batteries are a good choice, as they can be stored inside a vehicle without the risk of
spillage or dangerous gas venting. As a guide, every 8 degrees Celsius rise in temperature
halves the life of a typical lead acid battery. Fuses and circuit breakers protect cables and
equipment from electrical faults. They work in the same manner â€” interrupting the path of
electrical current during fault conditions. They are available in a range of current ratings to suit
various applications. The biggest risk in a 12V system in the event of an electrical fault is fire. A
fault can occur during a car accident, equipment failure short circuit in an appliance , cable
insulation deterioration, etc. Fuses and circuit breakers should be used to reduce the risk of fire
and minimize damage in these circumstances. Fuses have a wire element that melts due to the
heat generated from high current, creating an open circuit in the event of a fault. The
advantages of fuses over circuit breakers are lower cost and faster acting minimizes damage.
Circuit breakers are resettable whereas fuses need to be replaced once they have blown. To
avoid cluttering drawings and repetition, fuses and circuit breakers will not be covered in each
section. Instead apply general principles to your design:. Omitting fuses could lead to fire and
denial of insurance claim. Ideally every cable feed should be individually protected, but this
introduces complexity. The design is a trade-off between complexity and fault discrimination.
For example the cables that link the starting battery with the auxiliary battery, or the cables that
feed an inverter. So the cable linking the positive terminals of the starting battery to the
auxiliary battery should have a fuse or circuit breaker at both ends. In this case you can use one
common fuse or circuit breaker for the main feed, then distribute to the other cables after that
point. When a fault occurs, only the fuse feeding that run will blow, automatically pointing you
to the location of the fault and leaving your other cable feeds energized. The negative terminal
of the auxiliary battery can either be connected to a metallic part of the vehicle, or connected
directly back to the starter battery via a dedicated cable. Both ways work. Running a dedicated
cable ensures you will get a low resistance connection, but is more expensive and could be
considered wasteful. Earthing to the nearest metallic part of the vehicle reduces the length of
heavy and expensive cable used in the design, but could introduce problems from high
resistance joins in the chassis, engine etc, for example where two sections of chassis are
bolted together, or between the chassis and the engine. You may need to add short cable links
across any high resistance joins. It can be difficult to prove whether the resistance through the
chassis is acceptable. The least risk option is to run a dedicated cable back to the starter
battery. I connected my aux battery to the chassis and tried to crank the engine from it with the
starter battery disconnected. Cranking the engine is a good test for resistance and voltage drop.
On the first test the engine could not start. I added a short cable link from the chassis to the
engine and the engine started successfully. Calculate the amp hours Ah consumed over that
period, double it, and that gives you the Ah capacity of the battery required to meet that criteria.
The deeper you discharge a lead acid battery, the greater the damage you cause, and the
damage grows disproportionately with depth of discharge. To convert the AC power of the light

to DC current, divide power by 12 and multiply by 1. Multiply the currents by the run times and
add them together. This might be to drive down to the fishing spot and back to camp or might
be idling the engine specifically to charge the battery. The charge rate is difficult to predict. The
calculations change as follows:. What if you have solar panels that are large enough to fully
charge the batteries every day? Then the batteries need to last say 16 hours between charges.
The lights run at night so the full 2 hours are still used during the discharge phase. A second
battery can be connected in parallel with the starter battery with no other additional hardware as
shown in the circuit diagram below. This system is simple to install and minimizes costs. The
alternator will charge both batteries and all loads will be shared between both batteries. Both
batteries will contribute to cranking the starter and both batteries will provide capacity to run
the auxiliary loads. The main problem with this arrangement is that the starter battery will be
depleted by the auxiliary loads, after which the vehicle will be unable to start. An easy solution
is to manually disconnect the starter battery as required. This is the arrangement I used in my
early years of camping. The starter battery in my vehicle had round terminals that were tapered
in shape. This meant I could leave the nuts on one of the terminals slightly loose, and with some
shuffling back and forth of the terminal I could wedge it hard enough onto the tapered battery
terminal to provide a good enough connection, or I could disconnect the terminal as required
without needing any tools. You run the risk of forgetting to disconnect the starter battery and
allowing it to go flat. If you use this setup, ensure you disconnect the negative terminal only to
prevent accidental short circuiting of the auxiliary battery on the body of the vehicle, and
obviously do not allow the loose negative terminal to touch the positive side of the battery,
unless you are trying to start a fire. Rather than playing around with battery terminals every time
you disconnect and reconnect, a switch can be added in circuit. The switch can be a basic
isolator switch or a relay that is toggled in and out via another switch, usually positioned inside
the vehicle cabin. It could also be a connector or anderson plug which you manually
disconnect. This system still relies on manual intervention to ensure the starter battery is not
depleted. The switch can be placed in one of two locations. The first location keeps the starting
battery powering the vehicle accessories such as interior light, stereo, etc. This results in a net
reduction in battery wear across the two batteries and some extra usable battery capacity. It
also keeps the starting battery in circuit ready to start your vehicle regardless of the position
and condition of the switch for example if the switch fails. It also places less stress on the
switch, as starter motor current does not flow through it. The second location for the switch
shown below completely isolates the starting battery so that there is completely no load on it.
Instead of a manual switch or relay, the relay can be driven automatically from your accessories
being turned on. So when you turn the keys to accessories the relay is energized and closes the
circuit. This removes any manual intervention, but adds the complexity of wiring from an
accessories power feed to the relay. It can be placed in either location in the two schematics
above with the same pros and cons as using a manual switch, relay or connector. With either
the manual switch or accessory driven relay, your auxiliary battery will contribute to starting
your engine, which is useful if your starter battery is tired. A voltage sensing relay is the most
common dual battery arrangement. This allows the starter battery to contribute to your power
requirements to a small extent, up to the point where it is isolated. It is fully automatic, does not
require any manual intervention and does not require any control wiring from accessory feeds
or other switches so is easy to install. When your motor is started, the alternator will charge the
starting battery and raise its voltage. The voltage sensing relay will close once the voltage
exceeds a setpoint level, joining the two batteries together and allowing your auxiliary battery to
be charged from the alternator. The voltage sensing relay must be in the location identified in
the schematic, otherwise once it opens you would never be able to start your engine. This will
prevent you from otherwise being able to start the engine if the starter battery is flat but the
auxiliary battery is fully charged. Some voltage sensing relays can be forced to close, for
example through a switch or connecting a link or jumper. This allows your auxiliary battery to
contribute to starting the motor. If you have some sort of charging system for your auxiliary
battery eg solar panels , the single voltage sensing relay has a drawback. Adding a second
voltage sensing relay in the reverse direction resolves this issue. The batteries will be joined if
the voltage on either side is high enough. So once your charging system has charged your
auxiliary battery, the second voltage sensing relay will close and your starter battery will be
charged. It also reduces the depth of discharge on your auxiliary battery, resulting in a net
reduction in battery wear across the two batteries. It, if the charging system on the auxiliary
side permits, also gives your starting battery an occasional higher charge voltage above the
standard voltage of the alternator, which reduces sulfation and extends battery life. There are
dual voltage sensing relays available that perform this function as a single unit â€” closing
when either terminal is a high enough voltage. So the system can be arranged with either two

standard voltage sensing relays or one dual voltage sensing relay. They are treated separately
in the solar panels section. It does not provide a boosted voltage output after a battery cycle
down. A solution is to use a DC-DC converter. During certain times of the charge cycle it ramps
the voltage up to around This charges your battery faster in the final stages which may offer a
higher state of charge. The higher voltage also reduces sulfation which reduces the damage
caused by each cycle down and extends battery life. A further advantage is that it separates the
charging between your starter and auxiliary batteries, so you can use an auxiliary battery with
unusual float and cycle voltages, provided the DC-DC converter can be configured to charge at
those voltages. Another advantage is that the cranked up voltage can help offset some volt drop
if you have a long cable run for example to a trailer and are not able to keep volt drop within
acceptable limits. DC-DC converters are good but they are not perfect. They have the following
disadvantages over traditional voltage sensing relays:. The most commonly reported myth is
that your alternator cannot fully charge a battery. I have found exactly zero substantiated
references to support these claims. I have seen exactly zero adequate explanations to support
these claims. It is true that the final portion of charging will be slow from an alternator. Perhaps
extremely slow depending on the output of your alternator. On average, under cycling
conditions, an alternator will provide a greater state of charge. After an overnight discharge, an
alternator will charge faster than a DC-DC converter during the bulk charge stage. With loads
like fridges connected, the DC-DC converter will charge the battery even slower as many amps
are diverted to the loads, whereas the alternator has excess capacity to supply the loads as well
as continue to charge the battery at 40A. Unless driving for a very long time, the battery will
never be fully charged in this scenario. It is only once the battery is almost fully charged that a
DC-DC converter will charge faster than the alternator. These are all untrue. Even with infinite
budget, I do not believe this to be the case, although DC-DC converters do have advantages that
should be considered. Any design is a compromise. If you have a fixed voltage alternator and
its output is lower than the specified float voltage of your battery then you probably need a
DC-DC converter. Remember, a DC-DC converter is the most expensive solution for a dual
battery system. Therefore it is the preferred solution for anyone selling this stuff. Some of the
disadvantages of the DC-DC converter is that it does not allow your auxiliary battery to
contribute to starting your motor, will not allow a charging system on your auxiliary battery to
charge your starting battery and charges too slowly during the bulk charge phase of a depleted
battery. A solution is to add an extra relay that directly connects your batteries, bypassing the
DC-DC converter. The relay would be manually activated whenever you need the batteries
directly connected. The relay needs two contacts of opposite sense â€” one to connect the
batteries together and one to open the supply to the DC-DC converter. Or if your starter battery
is struggling to crank your engine you could activate the switch so the auxiliary battery helps.
Some may offer their own solution that achieves a similar result to having a bypass relay. Some
combine solar charging input with alternator DC input. Some add on top of that a mains AC
input. Examples include smart bypass and battery manager. A similar result can be achieved
with a dual voltage sensing relay, solar regulator and separate mains charger. Some modern
vehicles have engine management controlled alternators with various modes of operation. The
voltage is cranked up to recover energy from a decelerating vehicle. The voltage is ramped
down at other times to save fuel. This works great with the factory arrangement but if you want
a dual battery system the following problems may arise depending on the implementation:.
There are many 12V battery chargers available. Less sophisticated chargers are simply
unregulated power supplies. Ensure you manually disconnect these chargers when the battery
is full charged, or after say a maximum of 48 hours when charging a flat battery. Usually these
types of chargers have a fairly low voltage output and so will take a while to cause significant
overcharge. Electronically controlled and regulated chargers are the best solution for charging
12V lead acid systems. They offer reconditioning cycles which attempt to dislodge sulfur from
electrodes and restore some battery capacity. Using these chargers may extend the life of your
batteries. Some people permanently mount an AC charger in the vehicle or trailer. This is useful
if you are visiting powered camping sites regularly, such as those found in caravan parks. Make
sure you have a switch to isolate the AC charger on the DC side when not in use, otherwise it
may sink some current whilst turned off and flatten your batteries. Most other chargers will
probably be similar. This will top up your batteries to maximum capacity whilst still affording all
the benefits and simplicity of a VSR system. Usually the current capacity is quite low â€”
around 8 amps. So charging from a generator using its 12V output will be slow. The generator is
almost idling and you need to let it run for hours. Another problem with the generator 12V
output is it is not regulated nor does it terminate the charge when the battery is full. If the output
voltage of the generator under no load is around A higher voltage will eventually overcharge the
battery and reduce battery life. A better solution is to purchase a regulated mains AC charger.

The benefits include faster charging and less fuel wasted. Also, with the right type of electronic
charger, the charge will automatically terminate when the battery is full, preventing over charge.
There are dedicated 12V petrol chargers available. The design typically has an engine turning a
vehicle alternator. Capable of delivering up to A, they are the fastest and most fuel efficient way
to charge a 12V battery by generator. However they will not terminate the charge when the
battery is full and lack the flexibility of a generator that can power your V appliances as well. It
might not be practical to invest in such a specialised generator. As a battery becomes full this
will help charge the battery faster. A voltage increase of 0. It will keep trying to charge
indefinitely. For this type of charging arrangement, the voltage should not exceed about This is
why car alternators regulate to around Alternator booster diodes will permanently elevate the
voltage, leading to increased grid corrosion, higher battery temperatures, increased risk of
venting and reduced battery life. If your alternator voltage is below Boosting to higher than
Solar Panels can be used for charging your batteries. They provide a good solution for those
that want to be self sufficient and go on long camping missions through remote areas. They are
available in various voltage and power ratings. More than one solar panel can be used in
parallel to combine their power output. Solar panels joined in parallel work most efficiently if
they are the same. If they are the same, you can design it so that they both generate power at
their optimal operating points. Mixing different panels together gives a compromised operating
point. It will work but the panels will not operate as efficiently. Silicon solar panels have two
basic construction methods â€” polycrystalline or monocrystalline. There are slight differences
between poly and mono cells. Mono are slightly more expensive, require more energy to make,
and are slightly more efficient. Poly are slightly cheaper, use less energy to make so are better
for the environment , are slightly less efficient but have a slightly better temperature coefficient.
That means at elevated temperatures the poly cells become more efficient. The differences are
only slight. Find a solar panel with good efficiency and good temperature coefficient and at the
right price. How much solar panel do you need? You can get a rough idea from the loads you
want to run. It avoids confusion when running appliances at different voltages for example AC
appliances through an inverter. The current provided by a solar panel is also difficult to
calculate due to the complexity of their optimized voltage vs current relationship. So work in
watts abbreviated to W and watt-hours Wh. Determine the power use of each appliance and how
long they will be operated for. Check appliance datasheets or nameplates. If their consumption
is in amps, multiply by their voltage to yield their power. If they are AC loads driven by an
inverter, multiply the power by 1. Multiply the power consumption of the appliance by the
number of hours it runs per day and sum together with all the other appliances. As an example
â€” a large fridge that is rated at an average of 2. The size of solar panels you need is the energy
consumption in a 24hr period divided by the number of hours in a day that the solar panels
produce energy for. For number of hours, we use peak sun hours see explanation below. If we
assume we are travelling in sunny areas with 7 peak sun hours per day we get:. So in this case
you need around W of solar panels. Or do you? What if your panels are dirty? What if your
panels are not faced directly at the sun and at the correct angle? What if you leave the lights on
longer than calculated? What about the loss in panel efficiency with elevated temperatures?
What about loss in panel efficiency as they age? What about the charging efficiency of the
battery? What about the variation in load from the fridge depending on ambient temperature?
What about variations in irradiation due to season? What about variations in irradiation from
different locations as you travel around? What if, at the same time, you want to chill a carton of
warm beer , charge your laptop, charge your torch and crank some tunes on your stereo? So
the equation would become incredibly complicated if you were to try to work it all out. You need
to multiply by a fudge factor. The fudge factor is a number anywhere between 1 and infinity. The
fudge factor should be at minimum 1. There is no way to guarantee power, you are simply
shifting the probability. If you are powering life critical systems your fudge factor might be 10 or
more. A typical fudge factor might be say 1. So in our example it changes:. For touring with
vehicles, a good sized solar panel is around W to W. Larger panels get pretty heavy and W is
towards the upper end of what sized panels I would take on a touring vehicle, but you can go as
big as you want depending on personal preference and practicalities of your install. Assuming
W panels, we need:. Peak sun hours is a way to standardize how much sunlight a particular area
receives at a particular time of year. The units are kWh per square meter per day. I used 7 hours
in the calculation above. Peak sun hours for many places in Australia during summer is around
7 hours. Seven is a reasonable estimate for Australia in summer. What about winter? In
southern capital cities on the mainland you might expect 2 to 3 peak sun hours during winter. In
Hobart in winter you could be around 1. So you can see there is a lot of variation depending on
location and season. This has to be taken into account when sizing your panels. If the above
system needed to work in Hobart in the middle of winter then, using the same 1. Locations in

northern Australia experience little variation in peak sun hours over the changing seasons. In
summer wet season the temperatures in northern Australia are high and stay high overnight.
The daytime maximum might be for example 40 degrees and the night time minimum 29
degrees. It might stay above 32 degrees for 18 hours a day. This is a huge heat load on your
fridge. Add this to the fact that the extreme heat is causing you to drink a carton of XXXX Gold
every day and with only 6 peak sun hours to charge your battery, you have a situation where
many systems will not cope. If you have multiple panels then some suggest they should all be
positioned the same. Of course the maximum energy is obtained when all panels are ideally
positioned in which case they will all be positioned the same. You can connect your solar
panels directly to your auxiliary battery. There is potential to overcharge and damage your
battery. This is much too high for lead acid batteries and will cause excessive grid corrosion
and pressure venting and rapid failure of the battery. Small panels will still lead to the
overcharge condition, it will just take longer. Another negative aspect to this arrangement is
that the solar panel is not allowed to operate at its optimal voltage. The voltage is clamped to
whatever the battery voltage is. So your solar panel will not be able to achieve its rated power
output and it will take longer to charge your battery. To overcome the limitations of a direct
solar panel connection to your auxiliary battery, a solar regulator is used. Some solar panels
come with an integrated solar regulator. Some dual battery isolators and DC-DC converter
vendors also provide solutions for solar charging and distribution. Solar regulators charge your
battery according to an optimized charging profile, reducing sulfation and grid corrosion and
will terminate the charge at the correct voltage. These regulators load the solar panels
according to their optimized current and voltage characteristics for the given level of irradiation.
This ensures your solar panels are operating as efficiently as possible, providing you with the
most energy and highest charge rate possible. To size your solar regulator, sum the total power
output of all your panels together and divide by 12 to give you a current rating. The solar
regulator needs to exceed this value. The rating of the solar regulator needs to exceed this. I
have not shown this connection in the diagram above. This is explained in the next section. If
your solar panels will be permanently in the sun then you may want to consider a way to
disconnect the solar panels when the engine is running. If your panels are covered when not in
use or folded up and put away then you do not need to worry about this potential issue. DC-DC
converters and solar regulators crank up the voltage to around This elevated voltage is
acceptable during recharge and is indicated on battery datasheets as cycle voltage. Chargers
sense the current flow and once the current flow reduces below a certain setpoint this is
interpreted as the battery being fully charged and the voltage is reduced back to float level
about If you have a load that regularly draws current like a fridge then the DC-DC converter or
solar regulator will interpret this as the battery requiring a charge and will crank up the voltage
accordingly. The charge voltage will be cranked up whenever the load is running even if the
battery is already fully charged. This is a problem. The fully charged battery will be experiencing
overcharge. Grid corrosion will increase, temperature will increase and pressure will increase.
Venting could occur and battery life will decrease. This is a serious problem for designs
utilising DC-DC converters. The problem is less for solar regulators since this will impact the
battery only when the solar panels are deployed and typically after an overnight cycle down
where the battery is in a discharged condition. A solution for those running DC-DC converters is
to separate the loads via some additional relays and circuitry. Some DC-DC converter vendors
may offer their own solution. For those using solar, find a solar regulator with dedicated load
terminals and run your loads from these terminals. The solar regulator is configured to
differentiate the current between the load and the charge terminals so that it will elevate the
voltage only when the battery is sinking significant current and not when the loads are running.
Large short term loads should not be connected to the load terminals of the solar regulator.
Instead they should be connected direct to the battery, as the large load will pull the voltage
down anyway and you do not want to overload the load terminals on the solar regulator. So for
example your inverter or air compressor should be connected directly to the battery. Safety
note: Inverters produce high voltages which can cause harm or death. Ensure the inverter
cannot be exposed to moisture, dirt or dust. Connect loads directly to the inverter outlet to
avoid the requirement of any permanent V distribution within the vehicle. Electronics and step
up transformers are used to change from direct current to alternating current and to increase
the voltage. Your inverter needs to be sized to be able to supply steady state and peak loads.
The electronics in your inverter have limited overload capability so it is important to check peak
loads to ensure your inverter will be able to supply it. Most inverters are able to supply double
their rating for short periods. To size your inverter for steady state conditions, add the wattage
of the loads you will run simultaneously. To size it for peak loads, you need to find out what the
peak loads are for the appliances you are powering. For example a rule of thumb for electrical

motors is 5 x rated power during startup. TVs, fluorescent globes, etc all have startup inrush
that needs to be taken into account. This would usually mean an inverter with a W continuous
rating. It has to be oversized to be able to start the drill. This sine wave profile is inherent in
traditional power generation techniques rotating generators but not when generating power
with electronics as is the case for inverters. Inverters can be either modified sine wave or true
sine wave. Modified sine wave has a square wave voltage profile. True sine wave inverters use
pulse width modulation to offer a smoother output closer in profile to a sine wave. The square
wave of modified sine wave inverters does not matter much for inductive loads like motors or
resistive loads like heating elements. However capacitive loads, such as the front end of most
power supplies laptop chargers, phone chargers, battery chargers, etc can be worn out by
square wave voltage inputs. The square wave causes current spikes at each edge of the wave.
This can lead to premature failure of capacitive appliances. The increased failure rate is hard to
quantify. Smaller inverters are inherently less able to provide much of a current spike due to
their higher internal resistance, so small inverters offer less risk. The larger the inverter, the
greater its capacity to source high current spikes, and the greater the case it is to go for a true
sine wave inverter. I chose a true sine wave inverter for my W inverter. The current on a 12V
system is a limitation for using inverters to supply high power loads. Volt drop and cable sizing
becomes an issue. It becomes difficult to manage volt drop and cable sizes become impractical
as power becomes large. Slightly higher peak power could be attainable. I use my system
regularly to supply an appliance that uses around W. I reckon it would be good for a bit more.
Say a compressor? Cable sizes would be too large to terminate onto typical terminals found on
batteries and inverters. Mind you I have never tried to build a system that could start at W
motor, so I am speculating. It depends on the nature of the load. If the load requires low torque
at startup then the inverter will probably restrict its output and slowly accelerate the motor. I
have not used lithium batteries in dual battery setups myself. I have helped troubleshoot a
couple of lithium systems on my travels. Some things to note about lithium compared to lead
acid:. This is not a comprehensive analysis of lithium vs lead acid but for me I prefer lead acid.
Lead acid is too cheap, reliable, easy to recharge, resistant to vibration, tolerant to overcharge,
resistant to high temperatures, easy to fix and easy to find replacements. If you combine the
effects of high temperatures, lack of cooling systems, possible overcharge and vibration, the
actual life of a lithium battery might be far less than the theoretical life, which erodes a lot of the
long term value that lithium supporters claim. There is extra risk in putting so much money into
a single supposedly longer lasting device, compared to having money in the kitty for when
failures occur. However lithium does have advantages and is a worthy solution that should be
considered in a design. Cables are sized according to volt drop and current capacity. Cables
have a current carrying limit which cannot be exceeded. Current travelling through a conductor
will cause volt drop across the length of the conductor, which needs to be kept within limits.
Values are dependent on heat dissipation and insulation tolerance to elevated temperatures.
Calculate the current that will go through a cable based on what it is feeding. If the cable is to
join your starter battery with your auxiliary battery, then you want to assume a large current so
that you auxiliary battery will charge quickly and be able to contribute to starting your vehicle if
the starter battery is depleted. At least A is a good figure for sizing this cable. Volt drop is
calculated by current x resistivity x length. Resistivity is resistance per unit length, and is
governed by the cross sectional area of conductor and type of conductor. Ensure you include
the negative return cable in your calculation. It means you need to double the distance of the
cable run. The cable needs to be rated to 92A. Looking at datasheets for a particular
manufacturer, this yields a minimum cable size of 25mm 2 which has a resistivity of 0. The total
distance, including return cable run, is 0. So the volt drop would be:. Volt drop needs to be kept
within the limits of the equipment being fed. For example many inverters can tolerate down to
around The smaller the volt drop, the more efficient your system is. So the arrangement above
passes the test. A more stringent criteria for a 12V system would be say 0. In this case the cable
fails and it needs to be oversized to pass the volt drop criteria. The smallest cable size to
provide less than 0. The volt drop would be:. Too much volt drop will mean your auxiliary
battery takes too long to charge or your inverter cuts out. An easy option is to use the largest
cable that is still practical to work with and terminate. This is around 70 to 95mm 2 for typical
battery and inverter terminals. Larger cables become difficult to work with but it depends on the
installation. When purchasing cables, make sure you specify mm2 of copper so that it is not
confused with overall cable diameter. Terminals and connectors should be the right size for the
cable. If the wrong size is used, the terminal can become a hot spot when under load and a
potential point of failure. There is debate as to whether crimped connections should be
soldered. Usually soldering provides a stronger connection less prone to becoming a hot spot,
but some suggest soldered connections are brittle and will crack from vibrations. Bolted

terminations must be tight and double checked before energizing the system. Plugs should only
be able to be made one way and should be held captive through some sort of latch. Anderson
plugs are a popular solution. If you do a lot of offroading then expect some mounting and
mechanical issues with your devices in which case being able to remove and refit them easily is
important. Cable lengths should be minimized to reduce volt drop and reduce the amount of
cable potentially exposed to damage. Cable should be run within convoluted split conduit to
protect them from mechanical damage. Avoid sharp bends, especially on larger cables. Avoid
passing across sharp edges, such as those created when a hole is drilled. If passing cable
through a drilled hole, first fit some split rubber seal around the hole or some other measure to
cover the sharp edge. Rough roads and corrugations will otherwise cause the cable insulation
to fail at the sharp edge. Add to that your auxiliary loads which are not covered here â€” fridges,
lighting, extra cigarette lighter outlets, USB chargers, etc. In my opinion the best dual battery
system is the dual voltage sensing relay with solar charging. It provides a good solution to
charging the auxiliary battery from the alternator, sharing loads between the starting battery
and the auxiliary battery, enabling the auxiliary battery to contribute to motor starting and
enabling both batteries to be charged from a solar panel charging system. An advantage over
the DC-DC converter is that it enables a higher charge rate, which means your auxiliary battery
will be topped up quicker when your motor is running. It has a further advantage over the
DC-DC converter that it does not keep the auxiliary battery at an elevated voltage all the time,
which can cause unnecessary grid corrosion for no benefit. When you are cycling the battery,
the solar panels are deployed and the solar regulator takes over, charging the battery to an
elevated voltage with an optimized charging profile that reduces sulfation and charging the
battery as fast as possible with an elevated voltage. It will also top up the starter battery with an
elevated voltage, reducing sulfation on the starter battery. The batteries are cycled down every
night so are not held at the elevated state of charge, which minimizes grid corrosion. This is
exactly how the lead acid batteries are specified to operate according to their datasheets. A
reduced float charge of However each design has its compromises. The end user needs to
decide what suits his or her application and budget. The schematic for a complete system
would look something like this, excluding fuses and circuit breakers:. A battery condition
monitor is also useful. These can be as simple as a voltage display. More sophisticated
condition monitors are available that calculate available battery capacity and other parameters.
Checkout outbackjoe on facebook. Manly Thermomix Review. Design Compromise. Emission
Systems â€” Worth Tinkering? Corrugations â€” Fast or Slow? Why No Diesel Performance
Chip? Disconnect Negative Terminal when Welding. Great article, thanks! Hey Dave I think the
24V refers to the input voltage. You might be looking at a charger designed for 24V charging
systems like on trucks and stuff. Or maybe some chargers have a wide input range 10 to 24V or
something. Check the datasheet and make sure the charger can take 12V input and is good for
charging 12V on the output. Phenomenal Article! Really Awesome, Ta! I have Yet to find one. I
refuse to buy Anything directly from China. Hey Stan you can use two single sense vsrs or one
dual sense. It does the same thing. Again Joe, Ta! News to me. If you had already blogged about
it, I missed it because Lithium was not previously a consideration. What you suggest is
essentially true. Lead acid batteries can be discharged as deep as you want but the damage to
the battery accelerates disproportionately with depth of discharge. This is mentioned in the
battery sizing section of the article. Lithium can tolerate deeper cycles better. There is a small
lithium section in the article too. I personally prefer lead acid but lithium has advantages that
should be considered. Hi Joe, thanks for so much unbiased info! So many opinions and many
seem biased thru one way or another. Just wondering have you used lead crystal batteries at
all? Hey Rob I think lead crystal batteries are just over priced AGM batteries but i dunno much
about them. If they were really that much better the technology would propagate through the
industry. Refer to article. Andrew is a great story teller and entertainer but needs to brush up on
his electrical fundamentals. House battery is loosing all its acid when running w inverter. Hey
Derek what load do you have connected to the inverter? You can try running the vehicle â€” the
alternator may be able to hold the voltage up so your vsr stays energized and the load is
shared. But even then the voltage may drop enough to open the relay. A solution is to force the
vsr to stay closed regardless of voltage. Some have a switch or something to do this otherwise
a jumper can be installed on some to force it to close. I need to do this when cooking with the
thermomix otherwise the relays drop out. Another solution is bigger battery that can cope with
the high current or adding more batteries in parallel. Do you have any Dual VSR devices that
you could recommend? I am in the process of designing a dual battery and solar system to
have in my campervan Mitsubishi Delica L I am building for a month trip around Australia well,
actually just the southwest, south and east coasts starting in March. All I have to do is ensure
that the VSR is capable of sensing the voltage of both starter and aux battery right? Hey Karl I

had a quick look at the enerdrive VSR and yes looks like it senses voltage on both sides so will
do the job. I have not heard of it before though. Redarc make dual VSRs that are well proven
and reliable but also expensive. As long as you are ok with the risk that it may not be as reliable,
but also might be perfectly reliable. Good luck with your design and install and your trip around
oz. With a VSR, does the proximity to the alternator or cranking battery matter? Yo karl linking
back is good mate cheers. Only time it would matter is if your aux battery is sinking lots of
current the voltage will be pulled down, maybe enough to cause the relay to open. So closer to
starter battery is better in this case. If you have a decent sized aux battery it could charge pretty
fast also. No inverter or power hungry devices. When we are in transit the alternator can do the
work instead to keep the two batteries charged. My proposed system was going to be a bit more
simple than your recommended one, with the power from the solar going through a basic MPPT
regulator and 50A circuit breaker directly to the aux battery to charge that. As I mentioned
before I am looking at the Enerdrive VSR but I am still unclear if that will actually allow two way
power flow from alternator and the solar to BOTH batteries to keep them both fully charged
where possible. I have noticed some VSR have a feature which will allow you to, at the push of a
button, to perform an emergency link between both batteries in the event that the starter battery
is too drained and needs a jump from the aux battery. A system where power from either solar
or alternator will constantly charge both batteries would be ideal as obviously I want to avoid
the chance of getting a flat in the middle of nowhere. I am going to use the primary battery to
charge USB devices GPS and smartphones mainly from the front desk cig jack while we are
driving, but I also have a 12v LED lamp and LED interior lights that we will be using for a few
hours each night. I know LED drain a lot less power than the old style lights, but always having
the starter battery at full charge will be reassuring. Good times! All sounds good mate sounds
like you have a good arrangement and yes the vsr you speak of will work both directions. Have
fun and may your beers be icy cold! One more question, the isolator needs to be earthed. In one
of the schematics on the ABR website they show a separate earth cable going all the way back
to the starter battery negative terminal. This seems a bit overkill. Do you think it is safe and
effective to simply connect the earth wire from the VSR to the earth terminal of the aux battery,
as the earth cable from the aux battery running back to the starter battery will be a thick Or
should I just run two separate earth cables? I get paid tomorrow and will be ordering as many
components and cables as I can, so I have it by the end of the month. Hey karl I think under very
high current the negative at your aux battery might float up causing your vsr to drop out of
earthed there even though the starter battery still had more than the cutoff voltage across it.
Splitting hairs though. Unlikely to have a problem earthing it anywhere convenient, especially if
you have a fat cable as the negative return from your aux. Yeah I have the non dual sensing abr.
Works a treat but I ended up chucking in another vsr in parallel in reverse to get dual vsr
function. Emergency override is good. I used it when my starter battery failed and I use it
whenever cooking with the thermomix as the voltage drop at such high current causes my
relays to drop out. It is extremely dangerous and will kill your battery in a matter of days or even
hours if the solar power is high. You should avoid parallel setups of different battery types. Hey
Luke heaps of people connect their solar direct to battery. Helps in understanding. The voltage
gets pulled down and the only disadvantage is operating the solar panel at an inefficient
voltage. As the battery becomes fully charged the voltage rises and you have a problem. If you
remove the panel at around Let it float higher and you boil off the electrolyte and corrode the
grid. Did you even read the article? I think you will find they are running a very small cheap
solar controller, about the size of a relay. In fact allot of panel kits come built in. The other
exception would be a small solar panel under 50watt. They generally only put our about 15volt.
There is not a 12v battery in existence that would Handle 19volt for much over 30hours at best a
few days. Running a cranking battery with a agm in parallel will reduce your agms life. The
positives outweigh the negatives in this setup.. I will add you mentioned a dc dc override to help
start your car is a good idea, but the positive of not having run large cables is lost when you do
that.. So you say direct connection is universally not possible then say possible for certain
panels? I think you contradict yourself. The same rules apply regardless of panel size. The
difference is how quickly an unsafe condition will occur. Can you explain how agm life will be
reduced without a dcdc converter? My agm has a float voltage specified at Which is also the
float voltage for typical cranking batteries. Actually dcdc converter can decrease battery life if it
spends too much time at elevated voltage. Voltage should surpass the specified float voltage
only after a battery has been cycled down. Not every time the charger is switched on. Elevating
to cycle voltage without a cycle will damage the battery. Some installations cause the dcdc
converter to never enter float mode, if there are loads downstream of the charger. The loads
cause the charger to permanently remain at an elevated voltage since it interprets the current as
the battery requiring a charge. This causes premature battery failure. If float voltage is around

How will this reduce battery life? You have explained well that an alternator charges agm well,
and that Il get into that in more detail later. My point is not so much the issue with your
alternator charging a agmâ€¦ your points are valid to the point I wont argue with them.. Yeah get
back to me if you find something. If you left them permanently connected then the slight voltage
difference could cause problems but no system leaves them permanently connected. Only thing
with the alternator is you miss the elevated voltage for de-sulfation. But this is offset by the
disadvantages of the dcdc converter so you need to way it up. Would connecting this to the
battery and in turn to the output of your solar charge controller upset the charge controller at all
or would it be better to fit a relay to disconnect the charge controller when the V charger is
available? If your panels are permanently in the sun there could be a problem. Make sure you
isolate your V charger from the battery when not using it since they usually sink a few mA when
connected and switched off. I probably need to expand the V charger section and include it on
the schematic to make it more complete. Will do that one day. Thanks for your feedback. Yeah
sounds good, a little annoying with the loads connected to the solar regulator. My panels are
folded up and covered when I use the v charger. I just pop the hood and hook it up with alligator
clips rather than having it hard wired. Hey Gary yeah you can do that. They have fans moving
parts and get pretty hot. The usual application is for short time periods. Take care where you
put the gear. Hey Gary, unless you have separate DC chargers, the batteries are in parallel no
matter how you run the wires. Just need to make sure, if you daisy chain them, that the cable
can take the current and wont yield too much volt drop. Check your datasheets to verify â€” if
the voltages are all within a few tenths of a volt then should be fine. Yeah a big 50A charger off a
generator is a good way to charge when you need serious charge current rather than idling your
engine all day. If I use your suggested dual VSR setup with 2 Exide Extreme batteries in my 4WD
with Engel in back connected to one , how is this complicated by the addition of an Anderson
plug connection through to my camper trailer which will have 2 gell batteries running a larger
fridge? Would a DC-DC charger e. CTEK now be ideal in the trailer because different sort of
battery from the car? Or does the logic of using another dual VSR in the trailer continue on?
Joe, to give you more info following on from the above Q before you attempt to answer it, I do
not have the 2 Exides in the LC yet. I am impressed with the concept of the dual VSR in the car.
Another dual VSR between the aux batteries in the car and those in the trailer- esp because so
different in type? Hey Harry you can have one isolation system for example a single dual
sensing VSR and run all these batteries. Just chuck them all in parallel after the VSR. An
anderson plug in between makes no difference. This will make the batteries in the car and trailer
behave like one system. They will share loads together, share charging together, share a solar
system together. Check the datasheets for the trailer batteries vs the car batteries. If the
voltages are unusual then you might prefer a DC-DC converter that can be configured for the
voltage requirements of the batteries. Simple, good load sharing, ability to charge everything
from one point and plenty of current direct off the alternator for charging a DC-DC charger will
be pretty slow at charging all that stuff in parallel. Check your volt drop on the cable run to the
trailer â€” you need to make sure cables are adequately sized. Some people think DC-DC
converter is best for long runs since it boosts the voltage. Are you using a fuse between the
battery and inverter and if so what size fuse are you using? This would have to be based on the
maximum surge? Yo Steve nah I have no fuse, the inverter has its own protection and my
battery is right near my inverter in the tub with very short cable links so cable risk is low. You
can put a fuse in especially to protect cables. The rating is hard to say. They can tolerate inrush.
You say that the vsrs will allow the house battery to assist in cranking. How does this work if
the vsr is only working when the voltage is over Yours, Adam. Yo Adam glad the article helped.
Yes you are right when cranking the voltage will drop and the VSRs will open. You need to be
able to force one of the VSRs to remain closed. I have a little jumper on mine. Some might have
a switch or something. I also force one of my VSRs to close when running heavy loads on my
inverter A or more , otherwise the volt drop causes the relays to open and prevents the
alternator from keeping the aux battery charged. Your VSR rating of A should be ok for
cranking. If you want to allow for cranking solely from your aux then yes you need some fat ass
cables capable to carry the current and avoid excessive volt drop. But you still want cables big
enough to avoid too much volt drop so you can quick charge from the alternator. Thanks for the
Blog Joe. Very informative. I currently have a dual battery system to keep my large fridge
running and a few other electronics. Im using two identical dual purpose AGMs isolated with the
National Luna intelligent split charging system. My question is: since I have the two identical
dual purpose AGMs, is there any problem with wiring them in parallel to use as the main? I
understand that set up can be a problem if there is a weaker battery, but are there other issues
with that arrangement? Do you want to use your 2 x old batteries combined as your starter? Or
are you putting a third battery in parallel to make bigger auxiliary capacity? Putting different

batteries in parallel is ok if the voltage specifications are similar. But putting an old battery in
parallel with a new battery can be bad depending on how worn the old battery is. Im hoping to
use the 2 batteries I currently have as my starter, wired in parallel. I then would add a dedicated
deep cycle as my auxiliary. The 2 AGMs I have are identical, and were purchased together but
one has been cycled and charged by my alternator. They both still hold similar volts when fully
charged. The thought about combining the 2 to use as my starter would achieve enough power
to not worry if I play the stereo in camp for too long. Also an auxiliary with more amp hours that
is a true deep cycle seemed like a better long term fit now that hopefully the solar will keep it
charged up. Loads of sunshine in the Mojave desert! My question is: should I be concerned
about the battery than is my current auxiliary not performing as well as the one that is my
current starter? If I wire them in parallel are there any downsides to that setup if they are indeed
healthy and very similar? Thanks Joe! Yo Josh putting different batteries in parallel is usually
ok for charging and supplying loads since the current will inherently share between them. The
problem is leaving them permanently connected where slight differences in charge retention
could cause one battery to discharge the other. In your case you will have them permanently
connected in parallel. That is fine and is done all the time with battery banks in industry but
usually all the batteries in the bank are same type and age and will suffer the same charge and
discharge cycles throughout their life. If both batteries are healthy and similar voltage
specification then you should be fine but if one starts failing further down the track it could
cause problems. South West USA ay. Me and my wife travelled through there in a van. We
camped at Mojave nature preserve and checked out the Joshua Trees and did some hiking. Also
visited a few of the national parks around there. Had a ball. I love desert areas. The isolation,
untouched natural beauty and sunshine are great. Even when I drink a million beers and breathe
in smoke all night I wake up in the morning feeling a million dollars. I love banging around the
aussie outback which is similar to south west USA in a lot of ways. What work do you do that
lets you camp out in the desert? Got any jobs going? Excellent write up and very
comprehensive. I know you have written alot but the value in this reply section has been as
informative as the blog itself so I hope you are open to answering my questions. Two things
that interested me in this blog were the relay bypass of the dc dc charger. This would be a great
option for my system but would it mean another full length run of cable? I have heeded all your
points on the dc dc charging system but I still feel this is the best compromise for me and my
needs. Yes it means solder after crimping. The way I do it is crimp the terminal onto the cable
then heat the terminal up and feed some solder inside the terminal. You need a good source of
heat to get the inside of the terminal hot. You want the solder to melt and get drawn inside the
terminal. A gas blow torch does the trick. Thanks again Joe. I spend months a year doing
wildlife biology field work. The state of California has passed legislation to meet renewable
energy standards thanks Arnold Schwarzeneger in coming years. This has resulted in large
scale solar and wind projects ramping up and conflicting with federally protected flora and
fauna. We inventory project areas for sensitive species before and during construction efforts.
Between the renewable energy boom, all the transmission corridors associated with those
projects, and various military reservations looking to expand their boundaries, the mojave
desert continues to feel the pressure. It can be very rewarding and also bittersweet to have such
a deep connection to a shrinking eco-system. I appreciate your expert advise. It monitors
battery levels and charges accordingly. Also, when a load comes online say the fridge ,
although this drops the line voltage, the charger only lifts the voltage to the specified level,
nothing more nothing less. This is not the case. They are very reliable and I notice you have a V
version for caravan parks. Relatively inexpensive and well engineered, this product has inputs
for solar, crank battery, Aux battery, all separate. Beat that! Hi Pete. DC-DC converter is perfect
in all scenarios. Can you explain actual voltage levels and how the regulator monitors battery
levels and how an overcharge condition would be avoided when other loads are connected?
Yes DC-DC charger monitors battery level via charge current and charges accordingly. When a
battery is fully charged it drops to float voltage which is the same as your alternator voltage.
This prevents overcharge. If you have some other load then the DC-DC converter will not drop
to float. It will maintain the battery at the elevated voltage and cause overcharge. If you have a
solar charging system then you get the advantages you describe through the solar regulator. If
you do that in parallel with a simple voltage sensing relay then you get the best of both worlds.
Very interesting post. Can I cut to the chase here and ask a simple question. What is the
sensible max inverter wattage one could use for say 15 min. No solar. I had an idea to use one
of those smaller electric grill oven things if pos. With engine idling? I once had an air pump with
an air con clutch. Could one not have a second alternator driven by such a clutch? In the
interest of simplicity? Yeah generator is an option. Yo Otzi how are ya dude? A typical system
has the capacity so run a pretty big inverter. Volt drop and cable sizes become an issue

however the current supply capability of a combined alternator â€” lead acid battery system is
pretty high. For example alternators are usually rated at around A. This equates to x 12 x 0.
Derate it a bit for volt drop and heat accumulation and safety margin and inaccuracy of the calcs
and your typical W max rating of Australian appliances is feasible provided the appliance does
not have high startup current. Heating elements for cooking usually do not have a high startup
current. Two alternators ay. If the regulated voltages were slightly different or the output ripple
was out of phase there could be problems. Thanks for the reply Outback Joe. In my 4WD days
the usual camp kit was carried, simple as. But now, my more geriatric years driving a
commercial van NOT camper van! Hi Joe , Great info on all articles in your site.. Quick Q: Wife
and I like to travel usually in the troop carrier only without the camper, We are replacing our
start battery and our deep cycle with two AGM dual purpose , I run a Redarc isolator between
the two. Our Waeco drawers a bit and often we listen to music at night, if we park up for two or
three days my second gets depleted quickly. Yo Paul yeah just chuck another battery in parallel
both fed from the same isolator. Direct through isolator to alternator is better â€” two batteries
in parallel may sink 60A when charging which the alternator can supply easily plus extra to keep
your fridge running. Can you explain direct through isolator to alternator is better? I believe my
vsr is between the two batteries at the moment. Hey Paul yeah your vsr is in the right spot.
Could you tell me which relay to buy and where to buy them? Hey Marc do you mean adjustable
setpoint voltages? I have made my battery box with 80mp battery, I am charging it with solar
charger controllers.. Yo Suliman interesting question. It might work. You could just wire the
cigarette lighter to the output of the solar regulator so that it is in parallel with the solar
regulator directly to the aux battery. Thanks for the article Joe. Some questions though. For an
auxiliary battery installed in the back of a wagon, the battery should have a fuse or circuit
breaker right, but what size is required for cranking the engine through it, in my case a 2. Also, I
am thinking of using a 50 Amp Anderson plug as the connection to the battery, so that I can
easily remove it. Given that this is rated less than the VSR, is that a potential problem? Thanks
Daniel. Your fuse size should be less than whatever the lowest rating item in the circuit is. In my
system I have VSRs rated for big current and cables rated for big current and no plugs or
connectors. Yeah they are massively expensive per watt hour compared to lead acid. Hi Joe, let
me start by saying I know in my head what I want to do but have no idea how to do it so hoping
you can help, I want to set up my camper trailer so I can power everything via generator or solar
during day whilst also charging batteries so at night we can run off the batteries. I also have an
Anderson plug on my car so could charge batteries whilst driving? I have no idea how to go
about this, would really appreciate any advice. Yo Brian your question is too general for me to
answer adequately, apart from generally describing dual battery systems, which has been done
already in the article. There are too many variables. Have another read of the article and figure
out what you can then let me know if you have some specific questions. Joe, excellent article
â€” very helpful, clear and concise. In round numbers, it takes roughly 20kW to move a decent
car at highway speed. If you have light electrical loads then you might be using say 5 amps or
about 60W running the engine electrics and some low power loads. If you have the fridge
running and the air con fan on and stereo on you might be using 15A or W. Lighting loads are
disregarded since the solar panel only charges during the day. A lot less than the wind
resistance from the solar panel. If you were a massive tight ass you could run no electrical
loads at all and remove the alternator completely and have a small solar panel on the dashboard
to keep the battery charged. Removing the alternator completely is good because it removes all
the mechanical friction of the belt and alternator, plus the weight. Plus the electrical loads. Hi
Joe! I have come across your blog while Googling for info about dual battery systems.
Extremely interesting and hopefully useful very soon. There is a wealth of information here that
I am still to digest all. My wife is getting long service leave next year and we are planning to go
touring around oz for six months from May. Unfortunately, we are complete newbies when it
comes to touring 4WD, having never owned one. Most of our time spent in the bush is usually
on foot carrying everything we need on our backs. I noticed that you are in Perth, so are we. Yo
Michel nice one 6 months around oz ay. Hiking is a really good way to go, me and the wife want
to get into that a bit more. Enjoyed the rant about the Thermomix direct marketing, it pushes my
buttons too. I still have to read the bit about the device itself. Yes Joe, a quick email to touch
base would be great. Just started dabbing into the alphabet soup! Hey outbackjoe just checking
your blog and your last block diagram shows the inverter connected to ac and your battery
charger connected to an outlet, could be bad for your health. Yo Damon not sure what you
mean can you explain? The inverter supplies AC and is connected to AC loads. The battery
charger is powered by AC. Hey joe, I wrongly assumed the ac load was actually a supply input
eg caravan park, which would in turn recharge your batterys via a battery charger. What really
confused me was the power point schematic, I thought this was an output when in fact it was an

input. And they say a picture tells a thousand words. Not in my case. Great article, clear and
factual. I love it. As every system seems to be a little bit different, I have some questions about
what I would like to do with mine camper trailer with aux battery in the camper dedicated to a
fridge. I would like to install the VSR in the camper to reduce the change in the car to running
cables later completed with a MPPT solar controller. Or should I fuse the cable with 50A fuses,
assuming that the aux battery will never draw more than 50A? And last ; , is it possible to use a
circuit breaker to bypass the VSR manual override if I want to use the aux battery to kick start
the car? If not, what other type of heavy duty switch should I be using? Hey Arthur you can
chuck the VSR anywhere. The risk with longer cable runs to the sensing side is that it may
cause the VSR to chatter at high currents if the voltage drop is too much. High current on longer
cables can cause voltage to drop below the sensing voltage, VSR opens, current flow stops,
voltage rises, VSR closes, process repeats. I have a problem with mine at around A where I
need to force it to stay closed using a jumper. Yes you should size the fuse to the weakest link.
If you want to crank your car you need something bigger. Yep circuit breaker should be fine to
bypass it. Just rate it sufficiently high. Mine has a jumper that I can plug in to force it to stay
closed which achieves a similar result. Some VSRs have a button or something to force them to
stay closed. Thanks Joe for these precious advices that I will definately use. Very good point for
the 50A not to be enough to crank the engine, I forgot that bitâ€¦ I will use bigger anderson
plugs and A fuses! Hi Joe. Was wondering if there was an easy or any way to switch the source
of the ACC power? Ie I would like to have my stock acc circuits running without the ign on AND
somehow have it on the AUX battery side without re running all their wiring. Cheers, Dave. You
need to put a switch or relay in that location. This will isolate the starter battery unless you are
running or starting. Note the switch has to endure cranking current and is a potential point of
failure that will prevent you from being able to start the engine. Or is it more complicated than
that? Failing that, sounds like the switch position you mention is the only way to isolate the
cranking battery and still have the acc. Thanks again for a great articleâ€¦and making me think!
Yeah might be easier to kill the chime, was pretty easy to do on the hilux. Yes you could bypass
the ignition and feed the entire acc circuit with a separate supply. You could just run a separate
supply from your second battery to the accessory you want to run. For me my acc runs off the
starter battery as standard and I need to leave the keys in. But my arrangement means the
starter battery is always charged by the solar panels and I over did it on the solar to make sure
there was always excess for the starter battery even in poor weather. One of the most plain
speaking that is good thing articles I have read. Thanks outbackjoe I would imagine you put alot
of time and effort into creating this article. Hi Joe, great article but it gets a bit confusing when
you read everything. What I have is a trailer that has 2 x deep cell batteries mounted on it to
drive a motor that draws about amps. The motor will run for about 60 min to complete its work.
Can I connect the 12VDC line from my trailer plug Axillary pin directly to the batteries in parallel
to charge them when the vehicle is running. The trailer motor will only be operating when the
vehicle is in motion so it will be continuously charging. Will this work. For Christmas I was
given a 20 watt smart solar system. Would this be useful for me to use or could it cause dramas
to my system? I have a newer Tacoma with a watt watts driving watts at idle v outlet in the bed. I
want to run 2 AGM deep cycle batteries in parallel 12v output in the bed using the inverter outlet
for a smart charger recommendations on charger to charge to bed batteries. They will be
completely isolated from the vehicle electrical system. Is this feasible? Hey Ty yeah you can do
that. Which means it will slowly deplete your batteries. I noticed this with my C-Tek AC charger.
Apart from that C-Tek is pretty good. I dunno about other brands. Also, with 2 AGM batteries,
depending on their size, might take a pretty long time to charge with an electronic charger. My
understanding is that to do both of these I would need a DC-DC charger, and also a mains
battery charger. My questions is this: Can I instead just buy the mains battery charger multi
stage charger and also buy a decent 12vv inverter and use those instead. When I am at home or
in a caravan park I use mains, while I am on the road I run the mains charger from the inverter
which is being powered by the car to charge the second battery in the trailer. Yo Tom O yeah
you can do that. Check out a few comments up, Gary Tuttle asked the same question. But if it
means less equipment or something it may be an option. Great web page mate â€” This has
probably been done to death but to help me out â€” I have a 80ah start battery in my
Landcruiser 76 â€” I have a Anderson plug at the rear of my vehicle to future proof my self if I
was to buy a camper â€” I wish to splice into this circuit and put a Anderson plug in the inside
rear of my car to charge a AGM ahm battery to run a 12V fridge and a few Leds when I go to the
cape â€” the battery box will be in and out of the car and will be charged via solar on extended
stop overs in one place but I wish to give it a fast charge using the alternator while moving
between camp sites. I have a Anderson plug built into my battery box to effect this. Yo Wax. I
wrote a whole article on that! Australia uses VAC. Wherever you see just substitute Hi Joe, great

article, very informative. A question for youâ€¦. And That it should be run straight off battery.
You thoughts? Is it because of voltage drop in two sets of cablesâ€¦.. Your thoughts would be
appreciated. Kind regards Gumtrees Your regulator should be located near the batteries. This
maximises the length on the high voltage side the side to the solar panels which overall
minimises voltage drop. Seek an explanation from your experts on why they would not use the
load terminals, let me know if you find anything interesting. To use a 20m cable more choice of
position from solar collector to controller then battery, would a relay say at the 10m halfway
point assist in minimising drop in voltage? Hey David nah a relay wont help. Just maximise the
cable run at the higher voltage direct from solar panel and minimise the cable run at the lower
voltage after regulator. My camping observations; often difficult to find maximum sun close to
semi shaded van regulator site. Assuming 17V at the solar panel, at W this translates to a volt
drop of 1. Power loss is 28W. Scale this up or down according to distance for example half the
cable distance means half the volt drop and half the power loss. If you use 35mm cable it would
be 0. Note cable sizes are cross sectional area of conductor rather than some external diameter
or something. The regular loads would be lighting, fridge and maybe something else. In your
system, these loads would run through the solar charge controller and to the battery, which
would be being charged by the battery charger. As I understand it, voltage drop caused by the
load could risk overcharging of the battery by confusing the charger. Plus it seems a bit
convoluted. Is there a more direct way of using the to power the 12v loads that bypasses the
battery and maybe even the solar charge controller? Can chargers act as a rectifier or whatever
is the opposite of inverter? On the positive side of cable runs? Every cable run, or is that
excessive? Really you need a charger designed with dedicated load terminals. Everything on
the market that I have seen is basically a dedicated battery charger and not really made for long
term connection to batteries and loads. One way you could do it is get a charger that can output
a fixed float level voltage independent of load fixed to say This would keep your batteries
topped up and supply loads without overcharging batteries. Another way is when you think
your battery is fully charged been on charge for a day or so you could isolate your battery with
a manually activated relay or something. Otherwise the supply mode would be ideal. Not sure
what you mean by charger act as a rectifier, can you explain? There will be a rectifier within any
AC to DC conversion. Every bit of positive cable, if you trace it back to the battery, should have
a fuse somewhere. You can either protect each cable run individually with a fuse or common up
the cables and have a common fuse upstream. Put fuses as close as you can to the battery to
minimise unprotected portion of the cable. What i meant about the charger as rectifier was, can
a charger supply DC direct to loads, bypassing the battery altogether? According to the info on
the web, in supply mode the output is fixed to It does not bypass the battery though. Apart from
some solar regulators I have not found any chargers with dedicated load terminals to
differentiate between load and battery. I have the older version of that charger and the supply
voltage is too high. Thanks for all your hard work, very informative and much appreciated. You
obviously know your stuff, no marketing bias, great stuff! My set up is a Troupy with watt
Sunpower e20 series solar panel 65v open voltage to be fitted to pop up roof. The latter
batteries are the way to go but rediculously expensive. The Fullriver is the least expensive
option and should still work well, for how long who knows. I will have two VSRs or dual and a 3
step v charger not huge in amps. Envisage lots of remote camping very occasionally caravan
park overnight stop only. Should I upgrade the standard Toyota alternator for higher amps and
at the same time get a big 4 wiring upgrade from alternator to starter battery,chassis,
engine,VSRs or is this a waste of money? Should two VSRs or dual be solid state? When
driving in full sunshine, which one charges the auxillary first? How does the connection of
these two charge devices to the auxillary battery work to properly charge it? The alternator is
not a 3 step device, the solar charger is? How does one device read the other and know when to
cut in and out? A dc dc charger is 3 step device and its just install and connect, no big 4 wiring
upgrade or alternator amp upgrade needed. There are 30 amp dc dcs out there which is better
than the amps from a solar panel. How many more amps are you likely to get from a standard
alternator? When reading the marketing about products they give the impression is all you need
to do is buy their product and all will be good. But there are so many stories of batteries not
being charged correctly. Most Toyota alternators are rated at around amps. A amp hour AGM is
pretty big and might be able to sink slightly more than A but more typically around 80A or less.
The existing alternator will do the job, you would squeeze a faster charge rate out of a bigger
alternator when you also had your high beams on and aircon on and the starter battery needed
a bit of a top up. Bigger alternator is an option but not necessary. You should use some fat ass
cables between batteries and VSRs. This will minimise voltage drop and maximise charge rate
and also affords engine cranking from the aux battery. Probably around 70mm2. When you have
two charging systems in parallel they will both charge the batteries simultaneously. The sharing

of the work happens automatically. The system with the higher voltage will source more current.
As long as the voltages are similar there should not be a problem. You may encounter a
problem if the output voltage from the solar panel is too high for the alternator. On my hilux I
get an engine check light when this happens but no damage is done. There is potential for
damage and safest option is to cover your panels when driving, but what should happen is as
the batteries become fully charged and the voltage rises and current reduces the regulator
should automatically back off the voltage to around the same level as the alternator when it
enters float mode. Not sure what you mean by DC-DC charger is just install and connect. So is a
VSR. If your cables are too small there will be too much voltage drop and the DC-DC converter
will not be able to provide 30A. The DC-DC converter still gets its energy from the alternator.
The amount of energy that can be provided can be limited by cable sizes. You need fatter cables
with a VSR only if you want to utilise all the potential capacity greater and above what a DC-DC
converter can supply. With an alternator you can charge up to the rated current of the
alternator. The alternator will provide 90A: 80 to the battery and 10 to the fridge and freezer.
With VSR the battery gets 80A charge. So the alternator is charging 4 times faster. Do you think
my standard vehicle alternator will eventually fully charge the amp AGM battery or amp or amp
Lithium if I went for the latter type?. Some people say a vehicle alternator will never fully charge
a starter battery let alone a large amp capacity auxillary battery because a vehicles alternator
regulator is not a multy step device. Do you know why they are not multi step? I had hoped the
alternator would provide a fast bulk charge and then the solar voltage controller would take
over and properly charge ie top up the auxillary. Your thoughts? I have estimated my draw on
the auxillary battery as about 1, watts per day worst case. Probably more like watts but would
rather over estimate. I had originally thought a amp Lifeline battery should do the job but am
worried about the contents of my two fridge freezers if camped out somewhere for a week and
the sun is not particularly friendly. My one solar panel is large in watts and in its dimensions. It
will be mounted so there is an air gap under it. In mounting it I plan to fit a wide cross shaped
tmber support underneath in the centre of the panel between the back of the cells and the roof
of the vehicle. I may put a strip of rubber on the framework. I hope this support will help the
panels better deal with road corrugations. Time will tell. I wonder what other RV people have
done? Any idea of a suitable VSR of dual for this size cable? I want to be able to start the
vehicle from the auxillary battery in an emergency so would like to fit big ass cables to auxillary.
I assume in line fuses can be bought for that size cable. Do I need to fit a fuse at each end of the
positive cable, one close to the starter battery and another close to auxillary battery? Then
when you park up you use the panels and it charges as much as possible. This is what I do. My
panels are deployed only when parked up. I have had them run in parallel and apart from an
occassional engine check light from overvoltage it seems to work fine. What problems have you
had running in parallel? But this would prevent your starter battery from getting any charge
from the solar panels. Big battery buys you time when there aint much sun. There is no too big
or too small. I prefer to oversize the solar panels so that they can cope even in overcast
conditions. Worst comes to worst just run the engine for a bit. Saves you carting around kg of
lead for tens of thousands of kilometers. I dunno much about lithium batteries apart from them
being expensive. I would be worried about their resistance to constant vibration. Also they do
not tolerate overcharge very well. It is capable of cranking my starter. It is protected by inline
fuse. About to 1, watts of draw each day. Lots and lots of remote camping stopped for days at a
time. Have virtually decided to build my own 4 x 3. Have been informed Lithiums should not be
charged at more than So have to be careful about the amount of volts from the alternator when
charging while engine is running and maybe fat cables to the lithium auxillary will not be
necessary. I will need to find out what volts I get from the alternator at the lithium which will be
housed in the back of my Troupy. There are lithium battery management devices available on
the net and some are inexpensive such as mini-bms a cell balancing device. Lithiums also need
under an over voltage device which apparently can be simply controlled with an over voltage
fuse or circuit breaker. They also need an under voltage device which can just be an an alarm in
a dash mounted battery management viewer. I am going to source quality brand lithium cells
such as CALB, Winston or Sinopoly and have a go at building my own battery and battery
management system. Sourcing quality cells at the right price is the biggest issue, not the
battery management devices. If there are other readers interested in Lithiums , those who have
already built or are planning to build their own who are interested in sharing knowledge and
experience, my email is rod67c gmail. Hi Joe, great write-up mate. I am about to start installing a
dual battery system for my new cruiser. I have already purchased a redarc bcdclv in a bit of a
rush so not sure if it is suitable for my desired deign. I would also like the option to bridge the
two batteries for high load occasions e. I have a general understanding of 12v electronics but
still find it quite confusing. I was hoping you could shed some light on what my options might

be and if the redarc bcdclv is needed or not. Then you can manually join the batteries up when
you are winching or when you want a quick top up from the alternator. If you use the DC-DC
charger as your solar regulator it may not be possible to charge your starter battery from the
solar. Maybe the DC-DC charger can do it, check with redarc. Otherwise buy a separate solar
regulator and use the bypass relay when you want the solar to top up your starter battery. Any
input you could give me would be fantastic. Cheers James Burns. Yo James AGM is best coz
they will accept a higher charge rate. But any battery will do, a standard deep cycle will not be
forced to accept an unsafe charge rate. Hi Joe, I have just read your whole blog, the most
relevant down to earth info I have been able to find. Thanks for sharing your knowledge and
time. Hi Joe, Thanks for your excellent blog. I have an Anderson plug wired to the back of my
vehicle with a VSR to charge the batteries in my camper. I want to add an auxilary battery in the
back of the vehicle on the tray. Do I need to run it through a sepparate VSR? Cheers Chris. Hey
Chris just get a battery that matches what you got in camper. Put them all in parallel with the
single vsr. It will behave like one big battery. No need for anything else. Hi Joe, Thanks for that.
It makes it big, Ah consisting of 7 batteries! This means the voltages should equalise after I wire
them together? You can have just one battery in the car. That way they all charge and discharge
together better. You should protect all positive cables with a fuse regardless of how many
batteries you have. No worries Joe. The camper came with 6 batteries and I am adding one
auxiliary in the vehicle. I often parallel charge and use different capacity LiPo batteries of the
same voltage for RC applications with no problems. Yeah should be ok if all agm. Maybe check
datasheets to ensure voltages are the same. If they are same type of batteries with same voltage
specification then no problems chucking them all in parallel together. Even if not the same, all
that happens is some batteries may not receive a full charge and some batteries will discharge
more deeply. So you can always put them all in parallel but best to match them as much as
possible. I need advice: I got a w v wind turbine and a w 12v solar collector to charge a ah
battery. The dual controller provided from China to charge the battery has a problem. The wind
turbine capacity is okay however the hand book specifications for the dual controller state that
it is only rated at My attempts to get the China company to supply an appropriate dual controller
seems to have fallen on deaf ears. What can I do to utilize the controller I have for wind but
make appropriate purchase to include my solar? Hey David. Check the voltage of the panel and
the voltage range that the regulator can handle. The panel will operate at a voltage greater than
12V. You might find the panel achieves peak power at 30V which is only 10A at W. Extremely
interesting stuff, particularly regarding the DC DC charger and the myths about them! Two
questions though if I may. Firstly, do you think that this is suitable, and secondly, if so, which
location would be preferable to situate the isolator, in the Challenger or in the battery box on the
Camper? Hey Mick yeah I think that isolator will do the job. You can put the isolator wherever
you want. I have a dual controller for w, v wind turbine and w, 12v solar collector to charge a ah
deep cycle gel battery. Unfortunately the input for the solar cells can only handle Can I just use
my controller for the wind turbine, but instead of the outlet going to the battery, can it go to a
dual DC controller so I can the solar input then have the combined output going to my battery?
Desperately seeking informed advice Cheers, David. Wow, really liked that information. You
seems pretty well knowledgeable on DC systems and charging. I plan to setup 2 x W solar panel
on top of my Tent Trailer, which would be the maximum space available. So, first, it should
always charge the 12V battery bank in priority, and then jump on the 48V bank. During the
week-end, the 12V battery bank will always be connected to the Solar Panel systems, but not the
Golf Cart. So the Golf Cart could be connected or disconnected multiple times during the
week-end. Is
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this possible, and how? Hi Jonathan. You can do it using a voltage sensing relay, two solar
regulators and two standard relays. One 12V solar regulator and one 48V solar regulator. The
voltage sensing relay has its sensing terminal directly connected to the 12V battery. Use the
voltage sensing relay to control two relays that feed the solar regulators. When the vsr is
energized 12V battery is charged then close the relay that feeds the 48V solar regulator and
open the relay that feeds the 12V regulator. The problem with this is it will not allow the 12V
battery to be fully charged. If you can specify a VSR activation voltage to be higher than normal
say Best solution would to have charge current monitored and when this reduces below a
certain level use it to energize the 48V system. Latch this in and use the VSR to energize the 12V
system if the voltage drops. Or find a solar regulator that has an output that indicates it is in
float mode, latch this in and unlatch when the vsr opens.

